Effect size information is essential for the scientific enterprise and plays an increasingly central role in the scientific process. We extracted 147,328 correlations and developed a hierarchical taxonomy of variables reported in Journal of Applied Psychology and Personnel Psychology from 1980 to 2010 to produce empirical effect size benchmarks at the omnibus level, for 20 common research domains, and for an even finer grained level of generality. Results indicate that the usual interpretation and classification of effect sizes as small, medium, and large bear almost no resemblance to findings in the field, because distributions of effect sizes exhibit tertile partitions at values approximately one-half to one-third those intuited by Cohen (1988) . Our results offer information that can be used for research planning and design purposes, such as producing better informed non-nil hypotheses and estimating statistical power and planning sample size accordingly. We also offer information useful for understanding the relative importance of the effect sizes found in a particular study in relationship to others and which research domains have advanced more or less, given that larger effect sizes indicate a better understanding of a phenomenon. Also, our study offers information about research domains for which the investigation of moderating effects may be more fruitful and provide information that is likely to facilitate the implementation of Bayesian analysis. Finally, our study offers information that practitioners can use to evaluate the relative effectiveness of various types of interventions.
Effect size (ES) estimates provide an indication of relation strength (i.e., magnitude), are essential for the scientific enterprise, and are "almost always necessary" to report in primary studies (American Psychological Association, 2010, p. 34; Kelley & Preacher, 2012) . Moreover, ES information plays an increasingly central role in the scientific process, informing study design (e.g., a priori power analysis; hypothesis development), statistical analysis (e.g., meta-analysis; Bayesian techniques; Kruschke, Aguinis, & Joo, 2012) , and the assessment of scientific progress (Cohen, 1988; Cumming, 2012; Grissom & Kim, 2012; Ozer, 1985) , as well as practical significance (Aguinis et al., 2010; Brooks, Dalal, & Nolan, 2014) . It should come as no surprise that Cohen (1988) stated, "a moment's thought suggests that [ES] is, after all, what science is all about" (p. 532).
ES awareness has risen partly due to the increased popularity of Cohen's (1962 Cohen's ( , 1988 benchmarks for classifying correlations of |r| ϭ .1, .3, .5 as small, medium, and large, respectively. However, Cohen's (1962 Cohen's ( , 1988 benchmarks are "controversial" (Ellis, 2010b, p. 40) , and their generalizability to findings in applied psychology is currently unknown. In addition, important knowledge regarding effect sizes has been derived from meta-analyses in particular domains such as personnel selection (e.g., Roth, BeVier, Bobko, Switzer, & Tyler, 2001) , conceptual analyses of reasons why validity coefficients seem to reach a ceiling in many research domains (e.g., Cascio & Aguinis, 2008b) , fluctuations in effect sizes across different measures of similar constructs (e.g., Bommer, Johnson, Rich, Podsakoff, & MacKenzie, 1995) , and the literature on convergent and discriminant validity, which makes researchers sensitive to the relative highs and lows of effect size estimates (e.g., Carlson & Herdman, 2012) . In spite of these advancements, there is a need for applied psychologists to know more about the overall level of scientific success of our field and how the level of success varies across studied phenomena (e.g., turnover vs. performance) and general variable types (e.g., intention vs. behavior). Cohen's (1962) ES benchmarks were intuited from results reported in the 1960 volume of Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology: |r| ϭ .2, .4, and .6 as small, moderate (i.e., medium), and large effect sizes, respectively. The benchmarks were later revised (|r| ϭ .1, .3, .5; Cohen, 1988 ), yet still based on a nonempirical approach (Aguinis & Harden, 2009 ). Importantly, although Cohen's (1988) benchmarks have become the norm (Hill, Bloom, Black, & Lipsey, 2008) and are widely adopted (e.g., as input to power analysis; Aguinis & Harden, 2009) , some researchers have argued that the prescribed minimum cutoff values (i.e., |r| Ն .30 for a medium effect; see Ellis, 2010b; Ferguson, 2009 ) are unrealistically high (e.g., Hemphill, 2003) . Importantly, Cohen's (1988) benchmarks came with no generalizability guarantee. In fact, Cohen (1988) noted that a researcher who finds that "what is here defined as 'large' is too small (or too large) to meet what his area of behavioral science would consider appropriate standards is urged to make more suitable operational definitions" (p. 79; italics added). However, whether Cohen's (1988) guidelines-or any single, omnibus set of guidelines-can depict the corpus of research findings in applied psychology is currently unknown. Moreover, how can researchers "make more suitable operational definitions"?
The purpose of this study is to present solutions to several key challenges associated with ES benchmarks in applied psychology. We apply an innovative data collection protocol that allowed us to empirically define a single, omnibus benchmark and a diverse set of context-specific ES benchmarks for relation types commonly investigated in applied psychology. Also, we have made our database available so that researchers can use it to extract benchmarks at different levels of generality. Overall, we present new, empirically based benchmarks and describe benefits of their adoption for stages of the scientific process and scientific progress.
Our article is organized as follows. First, we describe the ubiquitous role of ES use and interpretation throughout the research process. Second, we describe benchmark refinement efforts from other areas of psychological and social science research that provide examples of benefits brought by refined field level (i.e., omnibus) and finer grained benchmarks. Third, we report the results of a study including approximately 150,000 correlational effect size estimates published in Journal of Applied Psychology and Personnel Psychology from 1980 to 2010. We classified each effect size in terms of its relation type and provide a refined set of omnibus ES benchmarks, as well as 20 benchmarks for coarse and fine-grained relation types. Also, we make our database available and illustrate how it can be used to derive effect size benchmarks at several different levels of generality-including narrower levels that have been reported in some published meta-analyses. We discuss applications of effect size benchmarks for better-informed non-nil hypotheses, study design (e.g., a priori power analysis), and the interpretation of results. In addition, we discuss future applications of our findings, including the facilitation of Bayesian statistical techniques and the identification of research domains where searches for moderating effects are likely to be more fruitful. Finally, we describe implications for practice, focusing on the interpretation of intervention effectiveness within and across research domains.
State of Effect Size Awareness
Although Cohen's guidelines for interpreting effect sizes have been adopted widely, a brief review of their use in applied psychology reveals inconsistent interpretation. As noted earlier, Cohen (1988) defined small, moderate (i.e., medium), and large |r| as "about" .10, . 30, and .50, respectively (p. 185) . What remains uncertain, however, is what exactly about represents. Ellis's (2010b) interpretation treats Cohen's values as minimum cutoffs that, for example, define the range of medium ES as .30 Յ |r| Ͻ .50. Others classify effect sizes in terms of their surrounding anchors (e.g., r ϭ .39 as medium to large; Rosnow & Rosenthal, 2003) . Another interpretation is that Cohen's values represent range centroids. For example, Rhoades and Eisenberger's (2002) interpretation of Cohen's (1988) medium ES range, .24 Յ |r| Ͻ .36, is centered at .30. Still other approaches appear to combine ranges and cutoffs (Rudolph, Wells, Weller, & Baltes, 2009 ). Ferguson (2009) involved practical significance in a set of benchmarks, defining r ϭ .20 as the minimum practically significant value, with minimum cutoffs for moderate and large effect sizes at r ϭ .50 and r ϭ .80, respectively. Figure 1 includes a graphical depiction of moderate ES range according to each interpretation. In short, there is lack of clarity regarding collective effect size awareness (i.e., interpretation guidelines) and also a lack of clarity regarding the actual distribution of ES magnitudes in the field.
Tailored, updated ES benchmarks have been developed in the areas of international management (Ellis, 2010a) , psychological treatment (Hemphill, 2003) , and neuropsychology (Zakzanis, 2001) . As an example, Hemphill's (2003) benchmarks defined a medium ES between |r| ϭ .18 and .30, a substantial departure from Cohen's (1988) benchmarks. Importantly, psychological treatment researchers now benefit from a frame of reference that allows for better informed contrasts (e.g., between particular treatments) and an indication of the overall effectiveness of their area of inquiry (i.e., psychological treatment). Researchers in education (Hill et al., 2008) have developed even finer grained benchmarks reflecting particular intervention and sample types. Indeed, as Hemphill (2003) stated, "Large and substantive reviews of the psychological research literature undoubtedly would reveal the importance of having different sets of . . . guidelines for different areas of investigation" (p. 79).
We acknowledge that the use of context-specific benchmarks may gloss over differences across fields in the ability to model outcomes (we also address this issue in the Limitations section). On the other hand, journal editors have expressed the need for contextualized benchmarks for the purpose of evaluating substantive significance (Ellis, 2010a) , and such benchmarks also play a critical role in science-based practice (Hill et al., 2008) . For example, Wilkinson and the APA Task Force on Statistical Inference (1999) noted that "we must stress again that reporting and interpreting effect sizes in the context of previously reported effects is essential to good research. It enables readers to evaluate the stability of results across samples, designs, and analyses" (p. 599). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Present Study
The present study provides a large-scale analysis of applied psychology research from a database of 147,328 correlational effect sizes (rs) published in Journal of Applied Psychology or Personnel Psychology from 1980 to 2010. From analyses of the effect sizes coded according to a hierarchical variable taxonomy, we approach two central research questions. First, we ask: To what extent do Cohen's (1988) ES benchmarks generalize to applied psychology? To answer this question, we present the most comprehensive set of field-level, omnibus ES benchmarks and contrast them with existing benchmarks. As a second research question, we ask: Are common bivariate relation "types" associated with different ES distributions? To this end, we provide ES benchmarks for 20 common relation types in applied psychology research (e.g., attitude-intention vs. attitude-behavior relations) and describe how more refined benchmarks can better inform several research processes. In addition, we illustrate how researchers can zoom in on the broader types of relationships to obtain finer grained correlational effect sizes at a desired level of generality. Taken together, we provide an empirically based understanding of ES distributions in applied psychology research-broadly and in particular contexts-that can be used to assess scientific progress, estimate practical significance, and inform many important decisions regarding study design and data-analytic techniques such as a priori power analysis and Bayesian inference.
Method Database
We collected all correlation coefficients reported in primary study tables of Journal of Applied Psychology (JAP) and Personnel Psychology (PPsych) articles from 1980 to 2010. The data presented in this article are part of a broader data collection effort. We excluded meta-analyses and articles whose purpose was to reanalyze an earlier data set (i.e., we included only original, empirical articles reporting at least one table or matrix of correlation coefficients). A total of 1,660 unique articles containing 147,328 effect sizes and their respective sample sizes are included in the database. We conducted analyses at the ES unit of analysis, which we transformed into absolute values prior to analysis (the list of articles is available from the authors upon request, and the database is available at http://www.frankbosco.com/data).
To code for variable type, the first author created an initial taxonomy based on existing typologies in applied psychology research (Cascio & Aguinis, 2008a; Crampton & Wagner, 1994) . After extracting variable names from a subset of the articles' correlation tables, we followed the approach by Aguinis, Pierce, Bosco, and Muslin (2009) and refined the taxonomy through several rounds of error checks and discussions among the first, third, and fourth authors. As an example of the hierarchical structure, attitudes are categorized in terms of their respective targets .
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(e.g., attitudes toward the job; toward people; toward the organization). Similarly, behaviors are categorized in terms of their major types (e.g., performance; employee movement). Specificity increases at finer levels of the taxonomy. The taxonomy is comprehensive and covers all major topics in industrial-organizational psychology, organizational behavior, and human resource management textbooks. In total, the taxonomy arranges 4,869 nodes (i.e., variable names or category names) into 10 first-level nodes (e.g., behavior; attitude; intention), which then branch to a mean of 5.2 second-level nodes (e.g., behavior: performance; behavior: movement: turnover), third-level nodes, and so forth. Examples of major variable types from within four of the 10 first-level nodes are shown in Table 1 . For illustrative purposes, a highly abbreviated version of the classification taxonomy is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2 includes only six of the 10 first-level nodes included in the unabbreviated taxonomy and an even much smaller subset of the 4,869 nodes included in the entire taxonomy.
Relations were coded in three levels of abstraction: coarse, fine, and extra fine. In terms of frequency, four common, coarse relation types emerged: attitudes-attitudes, attitudes-intentions, attitudesbehaviors, and intentions-behaviors. In addition, we identified four fine bivariate relation types with performance behavior (attitudes-performance; knowledge, skills, and abilities-performance; psychological characteristics-performance; objective person characteristics-performance), and three extra fine relation types for the attitudes-performance relation type (organization attitudesperformance; job attitudes-performance; people attitudesperformance). Similarly, we identified three fine relation types with employee movement behavior, such as voluntary turnover (attitudes-movement; psychological characteristics-movement; objective person characteristics-movement), and two extra fine relation types for the attitudes-movement relation (organization attitudes-movement; job attitudes-movement). Although the sample size (i.e., the number of effect size estimates) for people attitudes-movement was smaller than 200, we include estimates for this relation type.
In contrast to existing typologies (e.g., Cascio & Aguinis, 2008a) , our taxonomy of variables presents a taxonomic display concerning what variables actually represent rather than how they are used. As an example, although personality traits are categorized as a predictor of employee performance in existing typologies (e.g., Cascio & Aguinis, 2008a) , they are also used as a predictor of employee turnover and other organizationally relevant outcomes (Zimmerman, 2008) . In contrast, in the present taxonomy, personality traits are categorized more broadly under the first-level node: person characteristics. In addition, we treat the This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
attitude concept broadly in our taxonomy, as the attitudes literature has for decades (Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Kardes, 1986) . Generally, attitudes represent cognitive and/or affective evaluations of a given target. An attitude target may be virtually any thing-an individual, an event, an organizational policy, and even a parking spot. Although one could make the argument that supervisory ratings of performance are themselves attitudes (i.e., where a supervisor maintains an attitude toward the attitude target: an employee's output), we nonetheless classify supervisory ratings of performance as an indicator of performance behavior. The present analyses are based on a database of 1,660 unique articles containing 25,891 variables and 147,328 effect sizes. Thus, articles contain a mean of 88.75 effect sizes, or roughly the equivalent of one 14 ϫ 14 correlation matrix. Many articles contain more than one correlation matrix (i.e., to present findings for multiple samples or studies). As mentioned earlier, following other reviews and syntheses of correlational effect sizes (e.g., Aguinis, Dalton, Bosco, Pierce, & Dalton, 2011) , we conducted our analyses at the ES level because dependence is unlikely to threaten the validity of our inferences as it might in survey research (i.e., Kish, 1965, pp. 257-263) . As noted by Glass, McGaw, and Smith (1981) , "The data set to be [meta-]analyzed will invariably contain complicated patterns of statistical dependence . . . Ї each study is likely to yield more than one finding . . . The simple (but risky) solution . . . is to regard each finding as independent of the others" (p. 200). Although originally labeled as "risky," the Glass et al. (1981) recommendation has been supported by Monte Carlo simulation results. Specifically, Tracz, Elmore, and Pohlmann (1992) noted that "even a cursory review of published meta-analyses reveals that the assumption of independence is, in fact, seldom met" (p. 881). Reassuringly, however, results of Tracz et al.'s Monte Carlo simulations provided evidence that "nonindependence of the data does not affect the estimation of the population parameter, rho" (p. 883). Thus, their conclusion was that "proceeding under the assumption of independence is not so risky as previously thought . . . Ї combining the statistics from nonindependent data in a correlational meta-analysis does not have an adverse effect on the results" (Tracz et al. 1992, p. 886) .
Coding Process and Agreement
The third and fourth authors coded all variables in the data set according to the taxonomy. Thus, for each of the 25,891 rows of data, only one piece of information was coded: a unique identifier (i.e., five-digit code) from the variable taxonomy corresponding to the particular variable node. As an example of the hierarchical classification, the variable leader-member exchange (LMX) is located in the taxonomy as a fifth-level node (i.e., attitudes ¡ attitudes toward people ¡ attitudes toward supervisors/mentors ¡ exchange ¡ LMX). Coders used a combination of exact letter string matching with the taxonomy's node text and decision making to code each variable. Infrequent variables (e.g., prejudicial attitudes against West Germans) were coded as miscellaneous by assigning a broad classification node (e.g., attitudes toward people).
After the 25,891 variables were coded according to the taxonomy, we used database tools in Microsoft Excel to create the list of 147,328 effect sizes with taxonomy node codes for each variable in the pair. Thus, if a given correlation matrix contained 14 variables, only the 14 variables' taxonomic assignments required manual coding. From these 14 codes, a total of 91 bivariate relation code pairs were produced and linked to the ES and sample size information in the database using range lookup formulas.
To assess coder agreement, articles were randomly selected until each coder had independently coded 301 effect sizes. Then, we assessed agreement at broad levels of categorization. As an example, although LMX is coded as a fifth-level node, the present agreement assessment is based on third-level or broader classifications (e.g., LMX ϭ attitudes toward people). The two coders agreed on 278 (92.4%) of the 301 assignments.
Results

Omnibus Field-Level Benchmarks
Our first research question asks to what extent existing ES benchmarks reflect the extant applied psychology literature. To this end, we describe the omnibus distribution of the 147,328 effect sizes in our database. We summarize the distribution with two primary analytic approaches. First, we provide percentiles to partition the distribution into between two and five equal parts (i.e., 20th, 25th, 33rd, 40th, 50th, 60th, 67th, 75th, and 80th percentiles). Second, we provide bare-bones meta-analytic estimates for each ES distribution.
As shown in Table 2 , the distribution of 147,328 effect sizes exhibits a median ES of |r| ϭ .16 and is split into thirds (i.e., upper and lower boundaries for medium ES) at |r| ϭ .09 and .26. Our observed medium ES range is thus similar to Dalton, Aguinis, Dalton, Bosco, and Pierce's (2012) ES distributions split into thirds at |r| ϭ .10 and .22 (published effect sizes) and |r| ϭ .11 and .28 (nonpublished effect sizes), but substantially different (i.e., non-overlapping medium ES range) when compared to Cohen's (1988) benchmarks by any interpretation (see Figure 1 ). In addition, as shown in Table 2 , we observed values of |r| ϭ .05, .07, .12, .21, .32, and .36 for the 20th, 25th, 40th, 60th, 75th, and 80th percentiles of the omnibus ES distribution, respectively. Importantly, Cohen's (1988) benchmarks for small, medium, and large ESs (i.e., |r| ϭ .10, .30, .50) correspond to approximately the 33rd, 73rd and 90th percentiles, respectively, of our distribution of 147,328 effect sizes. Finally, as shown in Table 2 , effect sizes in the center tertile of our omnibus distribution are classified as medium by Cohen's (1988) benchmarks in only 8.2% of cases (centroid interpretation) or 0% of the cases (cutoffs interpretation).
As a second analytic approach to summarizing the distribution of the 147,328 ESs, we conducted a bare-bones meta-analysis (i.e., correcting for the biasing effect of sampling error only). As shown in Table 3 , our analysis revealed a mean ES that is small by both interpretations of Cohen's (1988) standards, (|r| ϭ .222; 95% CI ϭ .221, .223; k ϭ 147,328; N ϭ 325,218,877). The unweighted mean ES revealed a similar value, |r| ϭ .219. As might be expected with a large, diverse collection of effect sizes, our results indicate that moderation is likely. Indeed, as shown in Table 3 , the I 2 statistic (Higgins & Thompson, 2002 ) approaches its maximum value of 100 in the present data set (I 2 ϭ 98.97), and the 80% credibility interval (-.03, .48) includes zero (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004) .
The median ES value reported above, |r| ϭ .16, is smaller than the mean meta-analytically derived ES, |r| ϭ .22, indicating that the distribution of effect sizes is positively skewed (skew |r| ϭ 1.27; This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
skew r ϭ 0.33). A positively skewed ES distribution was expected because, as noted by Cohen (1988) , large effect sizes are relatively rare in social science research. In fact, although our study is based on absolute value effect sizes, the distribution of raw ES values for one of applied psychology's largest meta-analyses on a single topic (Judge, Thoresen, Bono, & Patton, 2001 ; job satisfaction-job performance; k ϭ 312) reveals skew ϭ 0.73 for r and skew ϭ 1.31 for |r|; the latter value is almost identical to that obtained in the present analysis.
Context-Specific Effect Size Benchmarks
Our second research question asks whether different major relation types exhibit distinct ES distributions. As described earlier, distinct within-discipline benchmarks for relations of different types or in different research contexts have been suggested (Hemphill, 2003) and provided (Hill et al., 2008) in the social sciences. To address our second question, we identified the most frequent, substantive bivariate relation types (e.g., psychological characteristics ¡ performance) in our database. We identified 20 common, broad bivariate relation types. Several categorizations contain overlapping ES sets (e.g., performance and turnover are subsets of behavior in our taxonomy). We followed the same analytic approach used to answer our first research question. Specifically, we present ES values at percentiles needed to split each group of ESs into between two and five equal groups with comparisons to Cohen's (1988) benchmark interpretations (see Table 2 ). In addition, we provide bare-bones meta-analytic values (i.e., corrected for sampling error) for each bivariate relation type (see Table 3 ).
Finally, as an additional set of results, Table 4 presents sample sizes needed to achieve .80 power a priori (Cohen, 1988) for each relation type. Although we present values to achieve a power level of .80, we present the inputs needed to estimate any level of power.
As shown in Table 2 , there is substantial variance in ES distribution parameters across the 20 bivariate relation types. Specifically, the four coarse relation types provide definitions of medium effect sizes with partitions at |r| ϭ .18 and .39 (attitudes-attitudes), |r| ϭ .19 and .37 (attitudes-intentions), |r| ϭ .10 and .24 (attitudesbehaviors), and |r| ϭ .11 and .27 (intentions-behaviors). Thus, for relations involving behaviors, ES values greater than roughly |r| ϭ .25 exist in the upper tertile of the ES distribution (i.e., a large ES). In contrast, for coarse relations not involving behaviors (i.e., attitudes-attitudes; attitudes-intentions), the corresponding value for a large ES is roughly |r| ϭ .40. Importantly, the distinction between broad relation types involving behaviors compared to those not involving behaviors is substantial. Indeed, our findings indicate that achieving 6.50% variance explained (i.e., uncorrected |r| ϭ .255) when predicting behavior represents a large ES in that context, but the corresponding value for a large ES among nonbehavioral relations (i.e., attitudes-attitudes; attitudes-intentions) is 14.44% (i.e., uncorrected |r| ϭ .380). Thus, in many contexts, Cohen's (1988) benchmarks are nonapplicable by a factor of two or more.
Values for the three fine relation types with employee performance are also shown in Table 2 . Results reveal medium ES boundaries at |r| ϭ .13 and .31 (knowledge, skills, and abilitiesperformance), |r| ϭ .10 and .23 (psychological characteristics- This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
performance), |r| ϭ .05 and .14 (objective person characteristicsperformance), and |r| ϭ .11 and .26 (attitudes-performance). We acknowledge that a global average including what can be an ill-defined population of attitudes may not be informative. Accordingly, Table 2 also shows that three extra fine relations within the attitudes-performance relation type reveal medium ES partitions at |r| ϭ .10 and .22 (organization attitudes-performance), |r| ϭ .10 and .26 (job attitudes-performance), and |r| ϭ .13 and .32 (people attitudes-performance). Thus, although broad in nature, our findings reveal that KSAs are more strongly related with performance than attitudes (broadly) and psychological characteristics. In addition, objective person characteristics exhibit relatively weak relations with performance. Results regarding the three fine relation types with employee movement behavior are also presented in Table 2 . Medium ES boundaries are at |r| ϭ .07 and .17 (psychological characteristicsmovement), |r| ϭ .04 and .11 (objective person characteristicsmovement), and |r| ϭ .09 and .21 (attitudes-movement). In addition, two extra fine relation types for the attitudes-movement relation type revealed medium ES partitions at |r| ϭ .10 and .23 (organization attitudes-movement) and |r| ϭ .09 and .18 (job attitudes-movement). Finally, although we located only 44 effect sizes for the people attitudes-movement relation type, we observed medium tertile partitions for this category at |r| ϭ .09 and .23. Thus, our findings reveal that employee movement behavior is predicted relatively poorly compared to performance behavior. In addition, broadly, such relations with employee movement behavior larger than roughly |r| ϭ .20 exist within the top third of the ES distribution in that context (i.e., large effect sizes).
As shown in Table 2 , center tertiles for coarse nonbehavioral relations exhibit roughly 60% overlap with Cohen's (1988) benchmarks (centroid interpretation) or 40% overlap with Cohen's benchmarks (cutoffs interpretation). Indeed, the centroids interpretation of Cohen's (1988) benchmarks places |r| ϭ .30 at the center of the medium ES range. The corresponding centroid values for the present analyses are |r| ϭ .28 (attitudes-attitudes) and |r| ϭ .27 (attitudes-intentions). Thus, as suggested by Cohen (1988) , medium effect sizes for these two particular bivariate relation types are about .30. However, medium effect sizes for coarse relation types involving behaviors (i.e., attitude-behavior; intentionbehavior) are substantially smaller. For coarse behavioral relations, the overlap comparing Cohen's (1988) centroid-based medium ES range and the present analyses ranges from 0% to 15% (0% for the cutoffs interpretation). Table 3 shows bare bones meta-analytic results for the omnibus and category-specific relation type ES distributions. Similar to the 50th percentile values displayed in Table 2 , Cohen's (1988) medium ES centroid (|r| ϭ .30) seems to depict nonbehavioral relations (i.e., attitude-attitude; attitude-intention) but not behavioral relations (i.e., attitude-behavior; intention-behavior). In addition, as expected, the omnibus and 20 category-specific meta-analytic estimates indicate high levels of between-study variability not due to sampling error (i.e., I 2 Ͼ .75 benchmark; Higgins & Thompson, 2002) . Stated differently: As expected, potential for moderation detection is high among all sets of effect sizes. Indeed, given the coarseness and scope of our analyses, one would expect high degrees of heterogeneity. However, among the 21 I 2 values (M ϭ 91.86; SD ϭ 5.17), two relation types presented with I 2 values Note. k ϭ number of effect sizes; N ϭ number of observations; unwt ϭ unweighted; wt ϭ sample size weighted; SDr ϭ standard deviation of r; CI ϭ confidence interval; Cred ϭ credibility interval; I 2 ϭ index of heterogeneity not accounted for by sampling error.
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more than 2 SD units below the mean: objective person characteristics-performance (I 2 ϭ 80.17) and psychological characteristics-employee movement (I 2 ϭ 80.19). As shown in Table 4 , sample sizes required to achieve .80 a priori power (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009 ) vary considerably across content domain. Indeed, using our coarse benchmarks, sample sizes required to achieve .80 power for a 50th percentile ES vary between 97 and 150 (for nonbehavioral relations), and between 215 and 304 (for behavioral relations). In addition, in all cases where relation types are comparable, employee movement (e.g., turnover) studies require larger sample sizes than studies related to individual performance.
Finally, our database can be used to extract effect sizes at an even more fine-grained level of generality. For example, assume there is an interest in zooming in on the coarse "Behaviors" category which, as shown in Figure 2 , is one of the first-level categories. Figure 3 includes an illustrative subset of nodes that branch out of the broad "Behaviors" category. The total number of nodes under "Behaviors" in the database is 1,163, but, for illustrative purposes, Figure 3 shows only 48 of these nodes. Assume that there also is an interest in focusing on another one of the six broad categories shown in Figure 2 : "Attitudes/evaluations." For illustrative purposes, Figure 4 shows a graphic representation of a subset of 56 of the 1,103 nodes under this broad category.
By zooming in on each of the broad categories, we are able to subsequently extract effect sizes at many different levels of generality. For example, assume we would like to know the size of relationships between the broad category "attitudes" with behaviors that range in the level of generality from the most general level (i.e., all behaviors combined) to finer and finer levels down to "Facet/task subjective role performance," which is a seventh-level node (see Figure 3) . Table 5 includes these results, which are quite informative. For example, the 50th percentile for the relationship between attitudes and goal performance is .43, whereas the same percentile for the relationship between attitudes and job search behaviors is .17. In addition, I 2 values shown in Table 5 are informative regarding which types of relationship are more likely to lead to fruitful moderation research. For example, the I 2 value for the relationship between attitudes and absenteeism/tardiness is only 48.55, whereas the value for the relationship between attitudes and group/team performance is 92.48, suggesting the presence of moderators in the latter but not necessarily the former relationship.
As a second illustration of the use of our database to examine relationships at different levels of generality, consider now the possibility of focusing on the broad category "Attitudes/evaluations" (see Figure 4) . Table 6 shows an illustrative subset of such relations. For example, the 50th percentile correlation between behaviors and organizational image attitudes/evaluations is .26, whereas the 50th percentile correlation between behaviors and compensation attitudes/evaluations is only .12. In addition, Table 6 shows variability regarding I 2 values suggesting that moderation research is not likely to be fruitful regarding, for example, behavioral relations with the identity core characteristic of the job characteristics model (i.e., I 2 ϭ 51.31) are less likely to reveal moderation compared to those with feedback core characteristic (i.e., I 2 ϭ 90.47). In short, the illustrative Tables 5-6 and Figures 3-4 show that the database can be used for various levels of precision and, in some cases, a higher level of precision than some published meta-analyses.
In sum, results indicate that commonly used, existing ES benchmarks are not appropriately tailored to the applied psychology research context. In addition, results indicate that empirical benchmarks for ES magnitude vary as a function of bivariate relation type. Note. Sample size values are based on the two-tailed exact test for bivariate normal correlations using G ‫ء‬ Power (Faul et al., 2009 ).
Discussion
As Hill et al. (2008) noted, in contrast to relatively clear-cut interpretation rules regarding the statistical significance of findings, the interpretation of ES "does not benefit from such theory or norms" (p. 177). Indeed, as described earlier, many researchers in the social sciences have relied on a single ES benchmark lens for interpretation- Cohen's (1988) benchmarks. As shown in Figure 1 , results of the present study indicate that the ES benchmark generalizability concern originally raised by Cohen (1988) himself and echoed by others (e.g., Hemphill, 2003; Hill et al., 2008 ) is well-founded.
Our first research question addressed the extent to which Cohen's ES benchmarks reflect the omnibus distribution of findings in applied psychology research. Our results indicate that none of the existing benchmark operationalizations described previously fit findings in applied psychology. Specifically, the existing cutoffs-based guidelines classify 0% of our omnibus center-tertile effect sizes as medium in size. Centroid-based guidelines perform only slightly better, classifying 8.21% of the omnibus center tertile as medium in size. Thus, at the omnibus and highest level of generality and aggregation, many applied psychology research results have been interpreted and classified with an effect size rubric that bears almost no resemblance to findings in the field.
Our second research question addressed the extent to which benchmarks vary across bivariate relation type (e.g., attitude-intention vs. attitude-behavior). Results indicate substantial variance in empirical definitions of medium ES across relation types, and thus one single benchmark will not suffice (see Table 2 ). At the broadest level of our taxonomy, relations involving behaviors (i.e., attitude-behavior; intention-behavior) are substantially smaller than others (i.e., attitudeattitude; attitude-intention). Indeed, the greatest degree of classifica- This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
tion overlap comparing the present coarse benchmarks to the centroid interpretation of Cohen's (1988) benchmarks is 15% for relations involving behaviors (i.e., attitude ϭ behavior; intention-behavior) and approximately 60% for others (i.e., attitude-attitude; attitudeintention). For heuristic purposes, our results indicate that medium effect sizes involving behaviors (i.e., attitudes-behaviors; intentionsbehaviors) are between roughly |r| ϭ .10 and .25. In contrast, for relations not involving behaviors (e.g., attitudes-attitudes; attitudesintentions), medium effect sizes are between roughly |r| ϭ .20 and .40. Our study is not the first to highlight effect size fluctuations across research domains, constructs, and measures (e.g., Bommer et al., 1995) . But a unique value-added contribution of our study and database is that our results show the little overlap between these two center tertiles and the ability to extract effect sizes ranging in their level of generality, resulting in a number of important implications for theory and research as well as practice.
Implications for Theory and Research
Non-nil predictions. The present results provide useful information that can be used for making theoretical advancements in the future. Specifically, it has been argued that an effective way to promote theoretical advancement is to increase theoretical precision by deriving non-nil predictions, such that theories predict the presence of a nonzero effect rather than the mere absence of a zero effect (Edwards & Berry, 2010; Meehl, 1990) . Although non-nil predictions can be found in the natural sciences, such as physics and chemistry, they are rare in applied psychology research. In This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
fact, predictions stated as point estimates are often difficult to justify. Our results offer ranges of values, akin to the "goodenough" belt advocated by Serlin and Lapsley (1985) and referred to by others (e.g., Edwards & Christian, 2014) . Specifically, results summarized in Tables 2-6 can be used to derive non-nil predictions. For example, a study investigating a relationship between attitudes and behavior would state a non-nil hypothesis that the expected effect will be at least |r| ϭ .16 rather than zero (as is used within a null hypothesis significance testing [NHST] framework). Study design. Our results also have implications for several research process stages. During the research design stage, an anticipated ES is necessary to conduct a priori power analysis (a process that informs the data collection phase). While existing meta-analytic estimates and/or direct replications represent suitable sources, specifying the targeted effect size is the "most difficult part of power analysis" (Cohen, 1992, p. 156) . Our results offer an alternative approach for nascent research areas: anticipated ES specification based on broad relation types. Indeed, power analysis should rely on the most context-specific ES benchmarks available (Hill et al., 2008) . However, when an existing estimate is not available, researchers would be better served to specify a typical context-specific ES (e.g., for an attitude-behavior relation) rather than to take a shot in the dark with Cohen's (1988) benchmarks. As described earlier, our findings indicate that Cohen's (1988) benchmarks present unrealistically high values for the applied psychology research context, the use of which could lead to upwardly biased ES forecasts and thus underpowered studies (Maxwell, 2004) .
As Cohen (1988 Cohen ( , 1992 noted, power analysis is essential for research planning and aids in the reduction of Type II errors. At the field level, the median sample size for effect sizes reported in JAP from 1995 to 2008 is 173 (Shen et al., 2011) . At a sample size of 173, only anticipated effect sizes greater than |r| ϭ .21 would have achieved statistical power greater than .80. Our results indicate that |r| ϭ .21 is an ES that corresponds with the 60th percentile of the full ES database distribution. Indeed, our observed median (i.e., 50th percentile) ES, |r| ϭ .16, would require 304 observations to achieve power ϭ .80. Using the two median values just described Note. Percentiles show the distribution divided into 2, 3, and 4 equal partitions. k ϭ number of effect sizes; Med. ϭ median; unwt ϭ unweighted; N-wtd ϭ sample size weighted; SD r ϭ standard deviation of r; Cred ϭ credibility interval; I 2 ϭ index of heterogeneity not accounted for by sampling error.
(i.e., N ϭ 173; Shen et al., 2011) and |r| ϭ .16 from the present analyses, the median statistical power in applied psychology research based on correlation coefficients published in JAP and PPsych from 1980 to 2000 is .56. Alternatively, using the median sample size observed in the present study (N ϭ 224) and the median ES (|r| ϭ .16), the median finding is associated with power ϭ .67. Thus, applied psychology research still appears to suffer from insufficient statistical power, and we hope that refined benchmarks will reduce this problem by providing a more realistic estimate of sample size needed to achieve statistical power in context. Interpretation of results. Table 7 presents detailed examples of reported effect sizes in JAP articles with (re)interpretations and recommendations in relation to ES benchmarks. As an example, an uncorrected meta-analytic estimate on the hiring expectanciesjob choice relation, r ϭ .16, (k ϭ 6; N ϭ 720; 95% CI ϭ .09, .24) was described by the authors as "small" (Chapman, Uggerslev, Carroll, Piasentin, & Jones, 2005, p. 935) , a classification that could serve to shift attention away from this relation. However, while the ES is classified as small by Cohen's benchmarks, our findings indicate that it exists at roughly the 50th percentile among attitude/evaluation-behavior relations. Indeed, the best of 12 unique predictors of job choice reported in Chapman et al.'s (2005) meta-analysis presented with r ϭ .17. Thus, in this context, hiring expectancy is worthy of attention for those interested in explaining, to at least some degree, job choice. Clear, low-cost implications could flow from this reinterpretation, including suggested modifications to communication style and frequency with job candidates.
Our results help shed light on important questions for the entire field. As an example, applied psychologists have had relatively more success predicting employee performance than employee movement (e.g., turnover). Indeed, performance is better predicted than movement among all six parallel comparisons in the present study (see Table 2 ). One explanation is that employee movement measures (e.g., turnover behavior) are dichotomous and thus require corrected effect sizes. Whatever the cause, it is important that researchers develop an ES awareness in which, for example, it is Note. Percentiles show the distribution divided into 2, 3, and 4 equal partitions. JCM ϭ job characteristics model; k ϭ number of effect sizes; Med. ϭ median; unwt ϭ unweighted; N-wtd ϭ sample size weighted; SD r ϭ standard deviation of r; Cred ϭ credibility interval; I 2 ϭ index of heterogeneity not accounted for by sampling error. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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known that success in explaining variance in employee performance is roughly double that of employee movement. In short, knowledge regarding effect sizes across areas leads to questions such as the ones above, which point to fruitful areas for future research.
As additional implications, our findings indicate that psychological characteristics (e.g., personality variables) predict performance and movement to a greater degree than objective person characteristics (e.g., demographic variables). The present findings also indicate that attitudes and intentions perform relatively similarly when predicting behaviors and that attitude-attitude and attitude-intention relations are among the strongest substantive ESs observed in applied psychology. These findings can serve as the basis for an omnibus assessment of a long-standing, metatheoretic view on the attitude-intention-behavior mediated model and distinctiveness of attitudes and intentions (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) . In short, ES benchmarks facilitate the development of a framework wherein research results may be interpreted.
An additional implication of our results is that knowledge of effect sizes observed across different major criteria would allow for the identification of research areas that tend to lag behind others in terms of explained variance. As described earlier, the present results indicate that, overall, researchers tend to have more success predicting employee performance compared to employee turnover. We submit that for scientific progress to continue to advance, we must first realize where progress is not being made. Although the solution to a slow rate of scientific progress is beyond the scope of the present study, we propose that field-level analyses can indicate areas where more research would be beneficial (cf. Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 2007) .
Identification of moderating effects. Our results also offer insights into future research that would benefit particularly from assessing contingent (i.e., interactive) relationships. Interactive relationships lay at the heart of theories regarding person-environment fit, individual performance, differential prediction and validity in selection research, and any theory that considers outcomes to be a result of the joint influence of two or more variables (e.g., Grizzle, Zablah, Brown, Mowen, & Lee, 2009; Mathieu, Aguinis, Culpepper, & Chen, 2012; Wallace, Edwards, Arnold, Frazier, & Finch, 2009; Yu, 2009 ). However, researchers often lament lack of success in finding support for such contingent relationships (e.g., Aguinis, Beaty, Boik, & Pierce, 2005; Mathieu et al., 2012) . Results summarized in Tables 3, 5 , and 6 offer useful information in terms of the variability of bivariate relationships across research domains. Recall that I 2 describes the percentage of variation across studies that is due to heterogeneity rather than chance. Thus, values for I 2 allow us to rank order research domains in terms of the presence of potential moderator variables (i.e., contingent factors) that explain why a particular bivariate relationship varies across primary-level studies. For example, it is more likely that moderators will be found in future research addressing knowledge, skills, and abilities as predictors of performance compared to psychological characteristics as predictors of employee performance. Thus, results presented in our tables, combined with appropriate theoretical rationale, can serve to guide future empirical research assessing moderating effects.
Bayesian analysis. An additional implication of our results concerns the application of Bayesian techniques, the use of which seems to be creating a revolution in fields ranging from genetics to marketing (Kruschke et al., 2012) . Bayesian approaches are becoming popular because they do not rely on null hypothesis significance testing, which is known to have several problems (e.g., Cortina & Landis, 2011) . Specifically, what researchers want to know are the parameter values that are credible, given the observed data. In particular, researchers may want to know the viability of a null hypothesis (e.g., zero correlation between two variables) given the data, p(Ho|D; Kruschke et al., 2012) . However, traditional methods based on NHST tell us the probability of obtaining the data in hand, or more extreme unobserved data, if the null hypothesis were true, p(D|Ho) (Aguinis et al., 2010) . Unfortunately, p(Ho|D) p(D|Ho). As noted by Cohen (1994) , a test of statistical significance "does not tell us what we want to know, and we so much want to know what we want to know that, out of desperation, we nevertheless believe that it does!" (p. 997).
Although Bayesian approaches are appealing, an important challenge, which is often seen as the Achilles' heel of Bayesian analysis, is the need to specify a prior distribution of effect sizes. Indeed, as noted by Kruschke et al. (2012) , "the prior distribution is not capricious and must be explicitly reasonable to a skeptical scientific audience" (p. 728). Our results regarding the distribution of effect sizes across various research domains provide empirically based, explicit, and reasonable anchors that make Bayesian analysis in applied psychology more feasible in the future.
Implications for Practice
Our results have implications for the communication of findings and the estimation of practical significance. Imagine that a human resources practitioner encounters a recent uncorrected metaanalytic estimate of the general mental ability (GMA)-performance relation (r ϭ .28; cf. Schmidt, Shaffer, & Oh, 2008) . In addition, the manager considers recent uncorrected metaanalytic estimates for the Big Five personality traits: conscientiousness (r ϭ .14), emotional stability (r ϭ .09), agreeableness (r ϭ .07), extraversion (r ϭ .06), and openness to experience (r ϭ .04) (Hurtz & Donovan, 2000) . Although it is likely clear to the manager that personality traits explain relatively little variance in performance compared to GMA, armed with Cohen's (1988) cutoff-based benchmark lens the manager might conclude that all of these predictors exhibit small effects (i.e., |r| Ͻ .30; Cohen, 1988 ; a different interpretation is reached with the centroid-based interpretation of Cohen's benchmarks).
In contrast, by providing practitioners with the present empirically derived benchmarks (i.e., omnibus medium ESs between |r| ϭ .09 and .26), we submit that three of the Big Five personality traits (agreeableness, extraversion, and openness to experience) present with small effect sizes (i.e., lower tertile; |r| Ͻ .09). In addition, for conscientiousness (r ϭ .14) and emotional stability (r ϭ .09), the minimum qualification for classification as a medium ES is met. However, according to the present benchmarks, GMA presents with a large (i.e., upper tertile) ES (r ϭ .28; Schmidt et al., 2008) , a classification compatible with the statement that, among the options available, "intelligence is the best predictor of job performance" (Ree & Earles, 1992, p. 86) . We This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
present four additional examples of benchmarks at varying levels of generality to show their influence on substantive conclusions and recommendations for practice in Table 7 .
Limitations and Future Research Directions
Our study relies on the assumption of the usefulness of relativistic benchmarks. The use of context-specific benchmarks is likely to gloss over important differences across fields in the ability to model outcomes. As noted by an anonymous reviewer, it seems problematic that the same relationship would be referred to as a small effect size in one domain and medium in another. Taken to a logical extreme, every meta-analysis would produce a medium effect size, because a pool of studies in the meta-analysis would define the relevant reference population on that topic. So, a key question is the following: What is the optimal level of generality for the benchmarks? Our approach to answering this question is threefold. First, we reported benchmarks for a high level of generality. Specifically, Table 2 shows benchmarks based on the entire database of correlational effect sizes and also benchmarks for broad areas and research domains. This information offers the highest level of generality. Second, Table 2 also includes benchmarks at the fine and extra fine levels of generality. Moreover, Tables 5-6 and Figures 3-4 illustrate the possibility of zooming in on the broader types of relationships summarized in Table 2 to obtain finer-grained correlational effect sizes at a desired level of generality. Third, we make our database available online (http:// www.frankbosco.com/data) which allows researchers to extract benchmarks for various levels of generality that are useful for different purposes and objectives. In short, our approach allows readers to explore the database to obtain estimates at a given desired level of generality.
A second limitation is that we have only summarized effect sizes found in tables of two (albeit prestigious and influential) applied psychology journals from 1980 to 2010. It remains possible that effect sizes found in other journals from other points in time might reveal different distribution parameters. We note, however, that our analyses are based on the largest individual-level ES database in the field; although they included a wider range of journal sources, other similar content analyses have involved substantially smaller data sets (e.g., Aguinis et al., 2011; Dalton et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2011) . In addition, it remains possible that by including only top-tier journals, our ES estimates are upwardly biased (e.g., due to different types of publication bias; Kepes & McDaniel, 2013) .
As another limitation, our analyses present a coarse overview of relation types and include thousands of ESs that were not hypothesized per se but were included in correlation matrices nonetheless. As an example, correlations between the demographic variables age and sex are included in our single omnibus ES benchmark. Relation type heterogeneity decreases, however, as one considers the finer level benchmarks. As such, the present ES distribution parameters could be downwardly biased. However, as described earlier, the compromise position we present necessitates some degree of taxonomic coarseness.
Although obtained effect sizes feed estimates of practical significance, information on effect sizes alone does not suffice in terms of communicating a study's impact on practice (Aguinis et al., 2010; Brooks et al., 2014) . As a general guideline, Ferguson (2009) suggested that a "recommended minimum [ES] representing a 'practically' significant effect for social science data" (p. 533) is r ϭ .20. Importantly, however, Ferguson noted that "scholars are cautioned that effect size interpretation should be context specific" (p. 533) and that the "guidelines are suggested as minimum cutoffs, not guarantees that effect sizes exceeding those cutoffs are meaningful" (p. 536). The present study provides a starting point, in terms of context-specific ES distributions, for this exercise.
As additional future research directions, researchers should consider the development of multiple ES benchmarks. The precision of benchmark output would be enhanced by applying multiple benchmarks. Indeed, as noted by Hill et al. (2008, p. 177) , "it is often useful to use multiple benchmarks when assessing the observed impacts of an intervention." As an example, a contextspecific benchmark for, say, predictive versus concurrent validation study design could be combined with benchmarks for, say, psychological characteristics-performance. While the precise combinatorial method is beyond the scope of the present study, we submit that such top-down categorizations of ES types and contexts would serve as a beneficial starting point to understand the cumulative nature of scientific progress, as well as inform Bayesian statistical approaches through the development of cumulative prior distribution data.
Finally, our study addresses the correlation coefficient, which is the effect size metric most frequently used and reported in the applied psychology literature (e.g., Aguinis et al., 2011) . The reason for the pervasiveness of r as an indicator of effect size is that the majority of research published in JAP and PPsych is non-experimental. However, other types of effect sizes such as d (Cohen, 1988) , which are typically used in the context of experimental designs, are also reported in the applied psychology literature. Accordingly, because effects resulting from the use of experimental designs are likely to be larger than those resulting from passive observation designs, an interesting avenue for future research is an investigation of noncorrelational effect size benchmarks, for example, based on d.
Conclusion
Our results indicate that existing ES benchmarks (e.g., Cohen, 1988) do not depict findings in applied psychology. Specifically, results indicate that the distribution of effect sizes exhibits tertile partitions at values approximately one-half to one-third those intuited by Cohen (1988) . In addition, results indicate substantial variability in the distribution of effect sizes across research domains and types of relationships. Indeed, benchmarks for relations involving behavior (e.g., attitude-behavior; intention-behavior) are substantially lower than those not involving behavior (e.g., attitude-attitude; attitude-intention). Our results, and our database which we make available online, offer information that can be used to zoom in on the broader types of relationships to obtain finer grained correlational effect sizes at a desired level of generality.
Taken together, these results are useful for producing better informed non-nil hypotheses and, consequently, will likely facilitate future theoretical advancements. Also, our results offer information that can be used to conduct better informed a priori statistical power analyses, leading to more appropriate sample size determination, which will hopefully help mitigate underpowered This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
research in the future. Our study offers information that can also be used to understand the relative importance of the effect sizes found in a particular study in relationship to others in the same and other domains. Also, in terms of implications regarding interpretation of results, our study offers useful information about which research domains have advanced more or less, given that larger effect sizes indicate a better understanding of phenomena and ability to predict focal outcomes. Regarding future research, our study offers information about research domains for which the investigation of moderating effects may be more fruitful. Also in terms of future research, our results regarding the distribution of effect sizes across domains offer useful information that is likely to facilitate the implementation of Bayesian analysis. Finally, regarding implications for practice, our study offers information that practitioners can use in terms of evaluating the relative effectiveness of various types of interventions. In sum, we see many useful applications of the effect size benchmarks we obtained and others that can be produced using our database, which we think will benefit applied psychology research and practice.
